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ABSTRACT

Rapid changes in the operating environments of electric utilities call for modifications
in their operating strategies. This paper proposes two ways for making modifications.
The first is the adoption of an organizational scheme, called an A-team (Asynchronous
Team), for EMS (Energy Management System) software. A-teams are modular and
extremely flexible. They have the potential for very high performance. The second
proposal is for the use of an event tree that would extend several contingencies from
the current operating state into the future. This tree would be continually updated by a
set of predictive and prescriptive programs, called control specialists, that would be
distributed over a network of computers.

Keywords: Distributed Problem Solving, Real-Time Control, Organizations, Decision
Support, Power System Security

INTRODUCTION
In its operations, every electric utility must deal with exogenous phenomena which it
can neither control nor predict with certainty. These phenomena include customer
demands, transactions with neighboring utilities and sudden disturbances or failures
(called contingencies).
To counteract the ill-effects of these phenomena, utilities use a
mix of proactive (feedforward) and reactive, (feedback) strategies for the real-time
control of their networks. These strategies work very well and have allowed U.S.
utilities to provide their customers with service of exceedingly high quality. The
question is: When, if ever, will the existing strategies require a major renovation? We
feel that the time for these renovations is here, because the operating environments of
U.S. utilities are in the beginning of a period of rapid change, as indicated by the
following observations:
Customer d e m a n d is growing faster than system capacity. As a result,
equipment usage is increasing and energy is being shipped over greater
distances.
The unbundling of services being required by deregulation will cause profound
changes in operating practice. For instance, the familiar notions of costs and
losses will have to be replaced by the unfamiliar and more complex notions of
revenues and profits as operating objectives.
NUGs (Non-Utility Generators), load management technologies, and other
artifacts of deregulation are proliferating.
Environmental concerns are increasing in importance and will play a larger role
in operations.
We feel that the best way to adapt to the growing complexity being produced by the
above changes, is to restructure the computer-based Decision Support System used
in Energy Management Systems. The succeeding material makes some suggestions
for how this restructuring should be done.

ORGANIZATIONS
We can, without any loss of generality, think of the decision support system for the realtime operations of any power network as consisting of an organization a computing
environment (Fig.1). The organization consists of agents (interfaces and other
programs), stores (databases) for the data the agents need and produce, and
mechanisms for the agents and stores to interact. The computing environment consists
of hardware and software needed to build and use the organization.

O

F i g . 1 A decision support system.

Computing environments are growing rapidly in power and capability. Organizations,
however, have hardly changed since energy management systems were first built and
constitute a bottleneck for the improvement of their decision support systems. Some of
the weaknesses of these organizations are:
severely limited rationality-the agents tend to be small in number, numeric
rather than knowledge-based in nature, and predictive rather than prescriptive
in function. A s a result, existing tool-kits leave many parts of the decisionmaking process uncovered.
inflexibility-it is very difficult to add new agents or change the interconnections
of existing agents.
poor interfaces-the agents tend to generate masses of numeric data that is not
always easy for humans to assimilate and can lead to information overloading
in emergencies.
no capacity for automatic learning-the only learning that is done is by the
human.

TERMINOLOGY AND MODELS
This section develops organizational models in preparation for a discussion of ways to
eliminate some of the previously mentioned weaknesses. The models provide three
viewpoints of an organization: topology, operating policy and openness (potential for
growth).
TOPOLOGY
Harel has developed a formalism called a Higraph [Harel 88] that is convenient for
visualizing most features of organizational topology. In the succeeding material we will
modify Higraphs by the addition of a few additional features to obtain what we call a
Tao graph. W e will also develop an algebraic equivalent of a Tao graph that is useful
in analysis.

Aspects and Stores
Complex problem-solving processes invariably involve large amounts of data and
many different representations. In recognition of this fact, we will use a coarse unit of
data called an aspect Conceptually, an aspect is a view, model or partial description
of some object of interest. For example, circuit diagrams, lists of materials, operating
manuals and behavioral specifications are some of the many aspects of an electric
motor. More formally, an aspect x is a double: x - (R, V ) , where R is the
representational scheme used by the aspect and V is a collection of values that instantiates this representation.
W e define a store as a set of aspects. A store is said to be homogeneous
if all its
aspects use the same representational scheme, otherwise, it is heterogeneous. Stores
and their Cartesian products are denoted by closed figures (Fig. 2).
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Agents and Tasks
We define an agent as an operator capable of mapping the elements of one store into
those of another. This mapping may be one-to-one, one-to-many or many-to-many, it
may be deterministic or stochastic, and it may be into or onto. Pictorially, we will
denote all these types of mappings by directed arcs as shown in Fig. 3. Symbolically,
an agent is denoted by the relation:
y = fkjj (x), x e Sj a n d y e S j

(E1)

where k is the agent's name, Sj is the agent's input store and Sj is its the output store.
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F i g . 3 A n agent that maps from Sj to Sj.

Any computational task can be thought of as a transformation of a given aspect into a
goal aspect. The task of designing a motor, for example, is equivalent to transforming
an aspect that specifies the motor's behavior into an aspect that describes its structure.
Thus, a task is defined by two aspects; the first is given; the second is to be calculated.
If the semantic gap between these aspects is too large to conveniently bridged with a
single agent, then intermediate stores may be placed to serve as stepping stones
along the way. The connecting sequence of agents and intermediate stores is called a
computational path or string.

Tao Graphs, Data Flows and Authority Flows
The purpose of a Tao graph is to help visualize the topology of an organization-trie
relative locations of its agents and stores, the tasks the organization can perform, the
different paths it may take in performing these tasks, and the supervisory relations
among its agents.
A Tao graph has two components: a data flow and an authority flow.
An authority flow is a set of broken arrows that represent the supervisory relations
among agents. As such, an authority flow is equivalent to the"organization chart" that is
traditionally used to depict who supervises whom in human organizations. The four
principal types of authority flows are: a simple hierarchy (Fig. 4), a compound
hierarchy (one with more than two levels), a matrix (at least one agent has more than
one supervisor), and a null flow (there are no supervisors and ail the agents must be
completely autonomous).

F i g . 4 A simple hierarchy.

A data flow is a directed graph whose nodes represent stores and whose arcs
represent agents. We say that a data flow is functional redundant if at least one of its
stores can be reached by more than one path. Cycles in a data flow (Fig. 5) make
feedback a n d iteration possible, which in turn, make possible the reactive
improvement and correction of computed results.

Fig. 5 Cycles in a data flow make iteration possible.

Note that all the information in a data flow can be expressed by a set of equations
obtained by writing (E1) for every agent in the organization, as shown below:
y.f jj(x),forxeSj, yeSj,andVkeK
k

(E2)

where K is the set of all agents. Though visually less appealing than a data flow, this
set of equations has uses that we will get to shortly.
OPERATING POLICY
The operating policy of an organization is a. collection of rules and regulations that
govern its temporal activities. Two of the main issues are (c.f. (E2)):
coordination: how is the input, x, for each agent to be selected from among the
many entries that could accumulate in its input store? Does this selection
require global information or can it be made locally?
coupling:
d o the interactions among agents impose an order on their
invocation? Can some or all of the agents work in parallel?
The coordination policy has a large effect on the quality, convergence and stability of
an organization's computations. In addition, it influences the coupling among the
agents. To illustrate, consider the following coordination policies for iteration with the
cyclic data flow of Fig. 5:
(OP1):
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The choice of inputs dictated by the coordination policy of (OP1) requires the agents h
and g to be operated serially in alternating order: g, h, g, h , — . The coordination policy
of (OP2) is less restrictive. It allows the agents to be operated in parallel, provided the
faster agent waits for the slower one between iterations. Thus, it allows the sequence:
g//h, g / / h , — . The coordination policy of (OP3) places no restrictions on the order in
which the agents may be invoked; both agents may proceed in parallel and at different
speeds.
W h e n no agent has to wait for any other, we will say that the agents are
asynchronously
coupled. The advantage of asynchronous coupling is that it allows all
the agents to work in parallel all the time. The disadvantage is that it is more prone to
divergence and instability.

GROWTH
Two attributes that are useful in characterizing an organization's potential for growth
are:
unit-of-growth: the quantum of expansion. Typical quanta are agents and stores.
cost-of-growth:
the cost of any modifications that must be made to the
organization to make it capable of accepting and using a new unit. Note: this
cost does not include any expenses incurred in assembling and packaging the
unit-of-growth.

CURRENT PRACTICE
Energy management systems have gone through two generations of evolution over
the last thirty years. However, this evolution has largely bypassed their organizations
which now, as was the case thirty years ago, are characterized by acyclic data flows,
little functional redundancy and synchronously coupled agents (Fig. 6). The
organizational weaknesses listed earlier are a result of these features. What types of
organizations should be considered as replacements? The artificial intelligence
community as well as a number of engineering domains have made widespread use
of an organization called a blackboard [Nii 86a, b] (Fig. 7). This organization has the
advantages of being much more open than that used by energy management systems
and also, allows its agents to react opportunistically rather than confining them to
predetermined computational sequences. However, any blackboard has three major
weaknesses.First, it does not allow its agents to work in parallel. Second, the single,
centralized store is difficult to expand. Third, the system is overly dependent on its
supervisor; errors made by the supervisor critically affect performance; also the
supervisor must be modified every time a new type of agent is added. The first two
weaknesses are easily remedied. One could, for example, assemble a number of
blackboards, distribute them over a network of computers, and assign some agents
from each blackboard to handle interactions with other blackboards [Leao 88]. One
approach to eliminating the third weakness would be to seek more dependable and
self-modifying supervisors. Instead, we have chosen to eliminate the need for
supervision, resulting in a class of organizations we call A-Teams.
Scheduler

Constraint
Violations

F i g 6.

A partial T A O graph of security assessment in the first generation EMS. The Telemetry agent
(TLM) acquires data from the real world and stores it. Certain data changes cause the Topology
agent (TOP) to process network topology and store it. The State Estimation agent (SE) runs
periodically to translate whatever telemetered and topology data is present into a state estimate
of the power system. The new state estimate then triggers the Contingency Evaluation (CE)
agent, which identifies critical contingencies, simulates them and determines the violation they
cause. The Display agent (DSP) periodically translates data from any of a number of stores into a
display screen store (MMI) that a human c a n examine and use to make decisions.

Supervisor
Agents

F i g 7.

The topology of a traditional blackboard. The agents work serially in an order determined by the
supervisor.

A-TEAM5
W e define an A-Team as any organization whose authority flow is null (there are no
supervisors), whose data flow is cyclic, and whose agents are asynchronously
coupled (so all the agents can work in parallel virtually all the time).
Agents

F i g . 8 The general from of an A-Team's data flow.

Attribute
Topology
Authority flow
Data flow
Functional redundancy
Operating Policy
Coordination
Coupling
Growth
Unit-of-growth
Cost-of-growth

A-Team

Traditional

Blackboard

none
strongly cyclic
usually high

simple hierarchy
weakly cyclic
low to moderate

local, often randomized
asynchronous

local
synchronous

string
none

agent
moderate to high
Table 1. Signatures (the values of some important organizational attributes) of an A Team and a traditional blackboard.

A general form of the topology of an A-Team (Fig. 8) is very like that of its ancestor, the
traditional blackboard (Fig. 7). However, there are differences in their operation and
growth. Since A-Teams are often confused with blackboards, it is worthwhile to point
out some of these differences, as is done in Table 1. Clearly, a traditional blackboard
is not an A-Team. However, one can make a strong case for including both scientific
communities, as described in [Kornfeld 81], and insect societies [Wilson 71] in the
class of A-Teams. The arguments are given in [Talukdar 91]; we do not have the space
to reproduce them here. We merely note that any organization which can serve the
needs of agents as diverse as scientists and insects must have many strengths. These
include easy growth (new agents and stores can be added without making any

modifications to the system), high dependability (high functional redundancy allows
s o m e agents or computational paths to fail without compromising overall
performance), and high performance (large numbers of agents working in parallel
allow wide spaces to be searched in relatively short times).
DESIGNING A-TEAMS
There are two principal steps to designing an A-Team:
select a data flow; and
devise a coordination policy for its agents. This policy must be locally
implementable and allow the agents to be asynchronously coupled. (There are
no supervisors to enforce coordination policy. Instead, each agent must make
its own decisions with information contained in its input store.)
A CONJECTURE
W e conjecture that there are a number of problem domains for which appropriate
coordination policies (that is, policies that are local and asynchronous) can be devised
that are simple (requiring no more than a few rules to be added to each agent), and
effective (resulting in teams with high performance)
Some support for this conjecture is provided by the following observations.
Consider a cyclic data flow with no functional redundancy (Fig. 5, for example),
and the coordination policy of (OP3), namely: select the latest aspect placed in
the input store. This policy is simple and local. Moreover, sufficient conditions
for its convergence are only slightly more restrictive than the sufficient
conditions for any synchronous policy, such as (OP1) [Talukdar 83].
Many biological organizations with autonomous agents and a great deal of
functional redundancy, flocks of birds and schools of fish, for example, appear
to use simple, local and asynchronous coordination policies to produce
collective behaviors that are quite complex [Ermentrout 9 1 , Reynolds 87,
Heppner 90].
In two problem domains: solving sets of nonlinear algebraic equations and the
travelling salesman problem, we have been able to demonstrate that simple and
effective coordination policies exist [Talukdar 91].
APPLICATIONS
W e feel that A-Teams will be useful, not as replacements to existing organizations in
energy management systems, but rather as "add-ons" for new performing new tasks.
One such task is described below.

EVENT TREES
In this section we will develop representations, called event trees, which can be useful
in operations, and describe how such trees can be calculated by A-teams.
An event tree is a directed graph whose nodes represent states of a power system and
whose arcs represent events that cause transitions from one state to another. The root
node represents the existing state of the power system. Nodes that are n arcs from the
root node are said to be in level-n.
The event tree has two basic forms. In the first and simpler form, called a C1-tree, the
only events considered are unscheduled equipment outages (contingencies). In other

words, nodes in level-n represent states that would be reached after n equipment
outages, provided no corrective action is taken after any outage.
The second form of event tree, called a C2-tree, allows for both outages and corrective
actions. The result is similar to the trees obtained for a two person game such as
chess. Odd levels contain states produced by outages (moves made by what might be
considered as the power system operators' opponent). Even levels contain states
resulting from corrective actions (moves made by the operators to counter their
opponent).
As yet, C 1 - and C2-trees are fairly raw ideas and we can only speculate about their
uses. W e envision C1 -trees being useful in evaluating dynamic security. To explain
how, suppose that an outage occurs. A flurry of dynamic activity usually follows. Large
excursions of voltages, power flows or generator speeds can result, causing further
outages. Dynamic security studies are undertaken to predict these outages and
thereby, the configurations in which the dynamics will leave the system. If these
configurations and their steady state behaviors are acceptable then the system is
deemed to be dynamically secure. A traditional approach making this determination, is
to simulate the dynamics in excruciating detail. An alternate approach would be to use
heuristics or system-specific knowledge to establish N, an upper bound on the number
of outages that the dynamics in question could cause and then search the C1-tree up
to level N+1 for its worst nodes. If these nodes were acceptable, then the system would
be secure.
We envision C2-trees being useful in looking several contingencies into the future and
in developing advance plans for corrective actions so any delay between the
occurrence of a contingency and the institution of the best corrective action can be
eliminated.
A S Y N C H R O N O U S MAINTENANCE OF EVENT TREES
Event trees are very large. If they are to be useful, they need to be pruned so only
small and interesting portions are calculated. Also, the states and other operating
conditions of the power systems they represent are always changing. Therefore, event
trees need to be updated continually. We propose that both the pruning and updating
be d o n e by A-teams of control specialists. By "control specialist" w e mean any
predictive or prescriptive agent. A s yet, we have developed only one such agent, a
hybrid package called CQR, which consists of a mix of knowledge-based and numeric
programs [Christie 89a,c]. CQR is a static security assessment agent; given the state
of a power system, it will select the worst single-contingencies, evaluate the effects of
these contingencies using an A C load flow, and summarize the effects in a brief report.
A s such, C Q R is a agent for expanding nodes in C1-trees. Copies of CQR running in a
distributed network of computers have been formed into an A-team for calculating and
updating C1-trees. The data flow of this team is shown in Fig. 9. The coordination
policy for the CQR-type agents is selection of the oldest unexpanded nodes from their
input stores. The S-type agents serve the purpose of eliminating all obsolete entries
from these stores. The result is an exceedingly simple A-Team. Nevertheless it can
produce useful results of the sort shown in Fig. 10.

1

Real-Time Updates of Data

Base Case
CQR
Critical
First C o n t i n g e n c i e s
Multiple c o p i e s of CQR
Critical
Second Contingencies

I — I
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Multiple c o p i e s o f CQR
Critical
Third Contingencies

Fig 9.
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The data flow of an A-Team for maintaining an Event Tree of the C1 variety.

First
Contingency
Second
Contingency
Third
Contingency

L1: Muskngm138-Smmrfld138
12: Olive345-Sorensn345
L3:Olive345-Olive138
L4: Muskngm345-Sporn345
L5: Olive138-Sth Bend 138
L6: NCariil138-Olive138
L7: Lima345-Lima138
L8: TnnrsCk345-TnnrsCk138
L9: Sorensn345-Sorensn138
L10: Philo138-Muskngm138
L11 : Sporn345-Sporn138
L12: Olive138-Kankake138

LEGEND
System State
WD

UNCORRECTABLE
(Violations are so severe
that there is no time for
corrective action)

Loss of Generators
G1 : Muskngm345

©

0

CORRECTABLE
(Violations exist but there
is enough time to correct
them)
NO ACTION REQUIRED
(No Violations)

Base Case

•

IEEE-AEP 118-bus test system
Outaged Lines: (Transfer Trip)
Hammer345-Tidd345
Tidd345-Tidd138
Muskngm345-Hammer345

Fig. 10 A snapshot of a C1 -tree for the IEEE-AEP 118 bus test system.

Nodes in the tree are time-stamped. W h e n a member of the A-team becomes
available, it searches for the oldest node and updates it.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has suggested two ideas. The first is the use of A-Teams for the
organization of computer-based agents. The second is the use of event trees to help in
predicting and planning power system operations. The ideas are still preliminary and a
great deal needs to be done to flesh them out. Our immediate plans are to develop a
number of control specialists capable of suggesting corrective actions and to
incorporate these specialists into the A-team we have formed with copies of CQR.
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